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Midterm Project Report 
ENGL 400 I Fall 2011 
 
PROJECT SUMMARY 
At this point in the project, you are asked to report on 
progress the organization has made toward its goals; 
describe obstacles (both internal and external) faced; 
detail work accomplished and actions to be taken in the 
future; assess organizational roles and management 
style; and update the task schedule. This document 
should be an honest assessment that allows the 
organization to improve its functioning in order to meet 
its goals. While assignments have been well-defined up 
until this point in the semester, this project description 
merely maps what the document should include and 
what the expectations are. 
 
PROJECT GOALS 
Writing in Context 
Analyze cultures, social contexts, and audiences to 
determine how they shape the various purposes and 
forms of writing, such as persuasion, organizational 
communication, and public discourse, with an emphasis 
on 
 

§ writing for a range of defined audiences and 
stakeholders 

§ negotiating the ethical dimensions of rhetorical 
action 

 

Project Management 
§ understanding, developing and deploying 

various strategies for planning, researching, 
drafting, revising, and editing documents both 
individually and collaboratively 

§ selecting and using appropriate styles that 
effectively and ethically address contexts and 
audiences 

§ building ethos through voice, evidence, 
documentation and accountability 

 

Document Design 
Make rhetorical design decisions about documents, 
including: 
 

§ understanding and adapting to genre 
conventions and audience expectations 

§ understanding and implementing design 
principles of format and layout 

§ interpreting and arguing with design 
§ drafting, researching, testing, and revising 

visual designs and information architecture 
 

Teamwork 
Learn and apply strategies for successful teamwork and 
collaboration, such as: 
 

§ working online with colleagues 
§ determining roles and responsibilities 

§ managing team conflicts constructively 
§ responding constructively to peers' work 
§ soliciting and using peer feedback effectively 
§ achieving team goals 

 

Research 
Understand and use various research methods and 
sources to produce professional documents, including: 
 

§ analyzing historical and contemporary contexts 
§ locating, evaluating, and using print and online 

information selectively for particular audiences 
and purposes 

§ triangulating sources of evidence 
 

Technology 
Use and evaluate the writing technologies frequently 
used in the workplace, such as emailing, instant 
messaging, image editing, video editing, presentation 
design and delivery, HTML editing, Web browsing, 
content management, and desktop publishing 
technologies. 
 
DELIVERABLES 
This document should be no longer than 1,000 words. 
Typeface and font selections are left to the teamʼs 
discretion, but the document should be professional in 
appearance and legible. A successful Midterm Project 
Report does the following: 
 

§ Provides a general assessment of the 
organizationʼs status toward achieving its goals 
with respect to the rubric defined in the 
Organization Plan 

§ Provides a general assessment of the 
organizationʼs functioning as a team with 
respect to the team charter defined in the 
Organization Plan 

§ Details tasks accomplished (summary of 
activities) 

§ Details obstacles (internal and external) 
§ Charts actions to be taken (or tasks to be 

completed) in the near future 
§ Revises or updates task schedule (if necessary) 
§ Assesses organization roles (Is the division of 

labor working? Do team members need be 
reassigned?) 

§ Assesses teamwork and management style 
(e.g., did you coordinate successfully?) 

§ Describes, if and when necessary, items not 
included in the Organization Plan that have 
become important 

§ Includes a signature page signed by all 
members (and to be signed by the instructor) 
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When composing the document, the team should refer 
to in-class discussions, Technical Communication 
Today, Team Writing, and “The Keys to a Successful 
Postmortem.” Submit document as a .pdf to instructor 
via email. 
 
GRADING CRITERIA  
This project, which includes an informal presentation 
given to the class, is worth 10% of your total course 
grade. When grading this project, the instructor will pay 
particular attention to whether students have effectively 
included all of the required elements in way that 
continues to instill confidence in the organization on the 
part of the instructor. The writing will need to be precise, 
accurate, and well-suited to the rhetorical occasion (in 
terms of tone, style, and content). Specifically, the 
following criteria will apply: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

§ Document accurately defines progress made 
towards organizationʼs specific and concrete 
goals (e.g., what you have done so far) 

§ Document allows instructor to “see” the 
organization at work 

§ Document persuasively demonstrates the 
teamʼs commitment to the organization and its 
goals 

§ Document is professional and error free 
§ Document could function within a professional 

environment 


